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Chris Columbus Retires
by Lorenz Sollmann
At any refuge throughout the country the two most foundational positions are
administrative officers and maintenance workers. They have the least turnover
and therefore have most of the institutional knowledge. Chris was no exception.
His years at Washington Maritime Complex saw several managers come and
go, and for each one he provided the background and crucial information that
helped others make better decisions. He loved the outdoors. Seeing wildlife was
always something to get excited about. Growing up in California near the water,
he enjoyed boating and fishing which made working for the Service such an ideal
fit. He built several homes, and was therefore skilled in several trades, which was
handy for getting the job done in many of our remote locations. His great memory
about dates and projects was always a bonus when a quick answer was needed.
He had several volunteers over the years that he leaned on to help with those
projects that just needed an extra pair of hands. His easy-going nature and willingness to work with the young and old alike made working with our volunteers
a broader experience for both. We will miss him and wish him all the best in
his retirement.

Chris working with volunteers on a project in May 2007. Photo: USFWS
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Clearing the road. Photo: USFWS
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Overwintering Swans Meet Thin Wires:
Stories of safe roosting and partnerships in place
by Laura Davis

Photo: Bob Boekelheide

Autumn brings change and seasonal migrations with no tightly defined patterns,
yet always fresh opportunities for wonder and awe. I did not wear the crab-team
waders this year, and the weed-warrior backpack accumulated no more blackberry
thorn scratches. With sights adjusting to darker days ahead, I put on my familiar
hat, with a different logo, to volunteer with the Olympic Peninsula Audubon
Society (OPAS) Swan Team.
The OPAS Swan Survey locates wintertime foraging and night roost sites across
the Sequim-Dungeness delta, counting the swans weekly from November through
March. Partnering with the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
(WDFW) and the Northwest Swan Conservation Association (NWSCA), we primarily see Trumpeter Swans; this year we have a few juvenile Tundra Swans in the
mix. The Tundras’ Western Population and the Trumpeters’ Pacific Coast Population use the same habitats on their migration along the Pacific Flyway. This past
autumn, the swans arrived early to the Pacific Northwest. November counts were
high and we reached about 200 swans before year end. Although we see them
gleaning fields along with various geese, gulls and crows, the swans are especially
charismatic and attract attention proportionate to their size.

Juveniles of three species have been
gracing our fields this winter: Tundra
Swan, Trumpeter Swan and a vagrant
Sandhill Crane. Photo: Bob Phreaner

Trumpeter Swan. Photo: Bob Phreaner

~~~
For the past three years, Liam Antrim and I have organized
this local OPAS citizen-science project, adding surveys of
night roost sites to paint a more complete picture of the swans’
time here. In the dim light, cold and wind, hardy and dedicated volunteers track swan usage at their wetland roosting
sites, arrivals and departures. WDFW integrates these and our
foraging-usage data into two of the state’s wildlife databases.
Regular survey data collected by OPAS and DNWR volunteer
Bob Phreaner document the ponds and wetlands at Woodcock
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Kirner Pond swans leave the pond at dawn. Photo: Bob Phreaner
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and Kirner roads as a location consistently favored by the
roosting swans. This year, an average of about 60 and a
high tally of 112 swans used Kirner Pond. The deeper pond
and a good vegetative buffer seem to protect from predators. Further, there is no disturbance from the hunting
activities experienced at other sites.
Have you ever seen a 25-pound animal take flight? In terms
of average mass, Trumpeter Swans are the heaviest flying
bird in the world. They require about 100 yards of “runway” length, then typically take off into the wind for the
lift needed to fly. The pond seems to be just large enough
for takeoffs. A wind from the west can help them gain
enough height to get over the power lines on Kirner Road,
at least 35’ higher than the pond’s surface. Whether flying
from a field or a pond surface, they run while flapping their
huge wings. If you have not seen this, please fit in a visit.
Watch and wait.
Collisions can occur. At Kirner Pond, on six occasions not
halfway through the current season, Bob has observed and
videotaped swans hitting the power lines with enough force
to fall to the road. While we have previously seen injury
and fatality following winter gales and night flights, these
data show power-line strikes occurring during calm conditions. Fog, drizzle and groups of swans flying at once are all
factors that contribute to the swans having difficulty seeing
the wires and making adjustments for safe clearance. Sometimes swans that hit wires and fall to the ground work their
way down through the vegetation to the pond, paddle over
to the far side, and then repeat their attempts to take off.

Above: An adult Trumpeter Swan hits the Kirner
Road power line and
tumbles to the ground.
Right: Injured juvenile
with left wing dragging.
Photos: Bob Phreaner.

Trumpeter Swans cross the Kirner Road power lines at dawn.
Photo: Bob Phreaner

Whenever swans strike the wires or a lone swan is seen during the day, we assist WDFW by monitoring for injuries
– as we did following a fall to the ground on December 3.
This swan struggled down through the brush and back to
the pond, where it remained for three weeks.
These injuries may later prove fatal. If we can rescue an
injured swan for rehabilitation, it means the swan has lost
the strength to avoid capture by humans approaching in
kayaks. A juvenile was recently euthanized after sustaining
multiple breaks to its wing. The tissue became infected and
the swan grew seriously emaciated over time.
Few swans pass unscathed between the power lines. On the
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The adult Trumpeter closest to shore remained on the pond for three
weeks with an unknown injury. The other four is this group were
typically the last swans to leave the roosting site in the morning, and
we were pleased to watch reunions of their group at dusk. Photo:
Bob Phreaner
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9th of December, one was electrocuted – striking two wires
at once. It died on the road. On recommendation from
WDFW, PUD hangs diverters on the wires to enhance
their visibility, Although PUD hung 50 additional diverters the day following this casualty, these do not solve the
problem of the swans being able to clear the wires; another
injury shortly followed.
WDFW and OPAS recommend burying the power lines.
Please see the sidebar on the next page.

~~~
PUD hung extra diverters on the power lines to help make the lines
Where can you watch the swans? Here in the rain shadow
more visible to the swans. Photo: John Gussman
of the Olympics, our area is poor in the quality wetlands
swans prefer and so they turn to our agricultural fields to supplement their diet.
As I write in January, our local swans are still finding nutrition in corn stubble
(Port Williams and Schmuck roads, and Lamar Lane) especially as the cover crops
fill in. With small stomachs they must graze all the time and pasture grasses help
provide sustenance. Recently they started gleaning the carrot fields (Ward Road,
north of Woodcock). Balancing cool-season farm harvests with supporting wildlife usage can be a challenge.

The swans are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Having recovered
through active conservation and re-population efforts and no longer endangered,
our native swans are protected in Washington State from hunting and other
disturbances.
Many of you may be familiar with the losses to Nash’s crops two years ago. The
big snow event of January 2019 led to spring crops being destroyed as swans,
geese and ducks found the only green plants above the snow surface. For two days
they fed there, undisturbed, on the green leaves they’d
normally pass over. Nash had developed these brassicas
and seed crops over several years of selective breeding.
The losses were large and investment in the breeding not
recoverable. The farmers didn’t blame the birds, instead
extended a request to the community who stepped forward
with assistance.
Harvesting carrots into January avoids the need for extra
cold storage but does risk overlap with the swan season. A
year ago, I had the opportunity to tour Wheeler Farm with
Nash Huber and the Organic Seed Alliance. Nash breeds
his carrots for the sweet flavor that develops in the cold
temperatures. In past years, Nash has declined to disturb
the swans on his fields, sometimes harvesting and putting the carrots into cold storage before the swans arrived.
This year, he approached WDFW for assistance before any

Nibbled carrot and future soil tilth.
Photo: Laura Davis

Volunteers Pam Maurides, Enid Phreaner and Bob Phreaner tape mylar
flagging onto fiberglass poles. These were placed in the carrot field at
the end of November and removed a month later. Photo: Laura Davis
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Swans at dawn on
Kirner Pond with 50
additional diverters
in place. Photo: John
Gussman
Acclaimed filmmaker
John Gussman has
contributed to the
quality of our surveys,
reaching back into
the marshes with still
and video camera to
photograph the swans
and wetland habitats.
On olybird.org, you
can link to his
Swan Safe video plus
his other films that
capture the beauty of
the swans in our local
landscapes.

problem developed on his unharvested carrot fields. At the end of November, five
volunteers assisted WDFW place mylar flagging on poles around the carrot field
at Ward Road to deter swans from landing. Like the deterrents on the power lines,
this field flagging technique is seen as a partial solution – in this case in combination with hazing. Where swans are pests, property owners are advised to use disturbance techniques such as hazing that get birds up and moving out of the area; these
encourage the swans to avoid the field in the future.
A month after pole installation and just as the rains hit, the swans did start making
their way in the fields. The soils too mucky for further harvest, Nash decided to
open the field to the swans’ gleaning of the remaining carrots.

On December 9, a Trumpeter Swan
touches two wires. Electrocuted, the
swan falls to Kirner Road. Photo: Bob
Phreaner.

I watched their heads root around in the muddiest soils of the field. No carrots
came up but serrations on their bill edges whittled away at these underground
tubers. So tasty and nutritious, plus a win-win for the tilth of the farm soils.

Swan Safe Power

~~~

OPAS will be leading a

At season end, restlessness is in the air. Migration anxiety sets in. Late March to
early April is a good time to watch for swans in the air. Groups may stage themselves in Dungeness Bay. If the conditions are not quite right for a trip across the
Strait of Juan de Fuca, they just might head back to forage. Let’s try another day.
Watching again, you may catch the swans at the start of their journey back north.
We hear then see them on the the edge of Dungeness Bay – swans honking, preening, flapping. They take off, we shiver from excitement and watch this line of
eleven white swans with a punctuation mark of three gray juveniles at the lee end.
They stay silhouetted by the blue hills of Vancouver Island for countless minutes.
Following a summer of sticky sloughs and rampant thorns, we will welcome you
again to your winter home.
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GoFundMe campaign to bury
the powerlines near Kirner Pond
in coordination with WDFW,
NWSCA and Clallam PUD.
With community support and
estimates in hand we expect
construction this summer,
mitigating further injury in the
winter of 2021–2022.
To learn more, please see:
www.olybird.org

